
AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONCEPT OF GENDER PERFORMATIVITY

However, since Butler responds to criticism with the explanation performativity does not by definition oppose all identity
claims and all gender assignments.

And crucially, such repetitions are rarely performed freely. Performativity has become a catchword in the
humanities, the social sciences and popular culture. Even though Butler did not purpose this theory, gender is
still performing in different ways. Salih, S. But while performativity has been developed in the context of
gender, it has much deeper implications. These examples show how extremely gendered languages are.
Gender performativity also stands as critique of the heterosexism in most of the feminist theories Butler, 
Social conformity has been widely studied on adolescents. The end of high school is usually marked by the
18th birthday, a major milestone in an individual's life. It is noted, however, that these activities are not always
perceived by the audience as being either "masculine" or "feminine", they are at constant risk of being
assessed as more or less "womanly" or "manly"; ultimately, any behavior may be judged based upon its
"manly" or "womanly" nature. High school is a large transitional period for teenagers causing them to "cope
with these various transitions in different ways; some negotiate the passages easily whereas others develop
serious behavioral and psychological problems". Along with higher rates of self-esteem issues in adolescents,
this can adversely affect girls' academics and social life in high school. This outdated perception, according to
Butler, is limiting in that it adheres to the dominant societal constraints that label gender as binary. Empirical
investigations suggest that gender roles are "social constructs that vary significantly across time, context, and
culture". Because she crosses the theory of performativity and gender. Gender roles are generally more
enforced for women in media than they are for men. Social constructionism asserts that gender is a category
that people evaluate as omnirelevant to social life. One of the sources that demonstrate how successful
performance is acted out is magazines, specifically magazines targeting young girls. Men cited the idea that
such dirty work was unsuitable for women and women were unable to train because of family duties. Girls like
pink, Boys like blue. The modern society that we live in nowadays is still conforming to the binary concept of
sex and gender. Gergana Stoyancheva What is the concept of gender performativity in Butler and how do we
keep performing and teaching gender in 21st century Europe? In patriarchal society, the relation of sex and
gender is determined by the sex that male is in the dominant position and female is subordination. People are
active in their perception, understanding and sharing of knowledge acquired from their social milieu.
Eventually they revealed that the child is boy when he gets into pre-school, although still encouraging him to
dress, play and behave the way it suits him best Alleyne,  Though sex categorization is based on biological
sex, it is maintained as a category through socially constructed displays of gender for example, you could
identify a transgender person as female when in fact she is assigned male at birth. So when gender is
performative, it produces effects to the public guiding them to consolidate certain impression and performance
of each gender identity. The Judith Butler Reader. West and Zimmerman also give a definition for sex
category: "achieved through application of the sex criteria, but in everyday life, categorization is established
and sustained by the socially required identificatory displays that proclaim one's membership in one or the
other category". Emerging from the criticism of objectivity , social constructionism challenges concepts of
knowledge put forward by positivism , which postulates the externality of reality and that empirically-proved
truths are mind-independent. The enactment of gender roles is context dependent â€” roles are "situated
identities" instead of "master identities". Institutions also create normative conceptions of gender. Knowledge
is a social product. Levant and Kathleen Alto write: A recent synthesis of meta-analytic studies of gender
differences provides strong evidence for a social construct understanding of gender. From ancient time to
nowadays, what people wear, how people act and the rule are always changing. In chapter one of the text,
Butler introduces the unification of the terms gender and performativity in stating that "gender proves to be
performanceâ€”that is, constituting the identity it is purported to be. The focus on power and hierarchy reveals
inspiration stemming from a Marxist framework, utilized for instance by materialist feminism, and Foucault's
writings on discourse.


